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Intelligence is Hard! (Like space)
Space...
●
●
●

Spaceflight is unforgiving and complicated
But it’s not a miracle. It can be done
Everything has to go right for a successful result

Intelligence...
●
●
●

Fundamentals of machine learning are similarly
complicated; ML is easily mis-applied
Doing “toy” things with artificial intelligence and
Machine Learning is fun and entertaining
Doing useful things is a lot harder :). But doable!

We’re figuring out how to do this right
●
●

Self driving cars, landing rockets
Iteration, rigor, being pragmatic, scientific approach

App Testing is Hard
For App developers in any role (UX, Product, Eng):
●
●

Consider how much energy goes towards testing and validation
Bug bashes, regressions, schedule pressure, crashes in prod, etc.

These are universal challenges for app teams
●
●
●
●

App development teams rarely have effective automation
Testing approaches tend to be ad-hoc, best-effort
Coverage and consistency is an ongoing fight
Manual testing is inconsistent, incomplete

App store submission often has slow turnaround time!
●
●
●

You don’t want app store to be the thing that discovers issues
Delayed delivery of features, fixes, etc.
Also consider impact of regression making it to prod
○ App store testing isn’t perfect!

Automated App Testing is Promising, but Hard
Benefits:
●
●
●
●

Quicker detection of regressions or other code problems
More consistent and thorough test coverage
Significant cost savings for teams
Ultimately, higher quality apps for users

But automated testing is known to be a hard problem
●
●
●

Tests are hard to set up and maintain, can be flaky, requires coding
Naive approaches don’t scale, e.g. (Android “Exerciser Monkey”)
Hard-coding test cases is brittle -- small changes cause big breaks

Finding
●
●

Too many apps, too many changes for any hard-coded rule set to be successful
Strongly suggests a generalized, ML-based automated approach

Proposed Solution: App Testing AI Agent
Key Attributes of an AI App Testing Agent (“Bot”)
●
●
●
●

Quickly explore the most critical areas of an app
Navigate to specific classes of known critical functionality
○ shopping cart, search results, account settings, etc.
Work in a large variety of app types
○ (Shopping, sports scores, finance, social, etc.)
Learn models for how to navigate to key areas

How to we get there? Answer: Science!
●
●
●
●
●
●

Start simple - develop intuition about the problem space
Develop and test hypotheses through experimentation
Measure results rigorously
Compare against baselines
Deploy the successful approaches
Iterate, iterate, iterate

Particularly suited for an ML Agent (Bot)
App environments are “friendly”!
●
●
●
●

Consistent user experience by design
Try to make the user’s task easy (not adversarial)
Universal UI devices
○ Settings menu, Navbar, Search UX, etc.
Critical functionality accessible within a few clicks, by design

Should be doable! (But as always, “The easy things are hard”)
●

Start simple to learn about the domain and identify the hard parts

Key Insight: Autonomous Navigation
Similarities with Self-Driving Cars
● Clicking through an app to get to a known test case is like steering a car to get to a destination
● This informs approaches that could work, e.g., Reinforcement Learning, models and memory

Example Navigation Loop
while(true) {
1. Signal: An agent (autonomous driver, or bot) receives an input from the environment
2. Decision: Current state is evaluated against past trained models, and a current goal
3. Action: Agent then chooses an optimal move (action) to achieve that goal
}

Building Intuition: Self-Driving Cars
●
●
●
●

All aspects of the driving experience have a consistent UI to support successful navigation
Prior knowledge (physics, rules of the road) can be used to predict the path even if not seen
Insight: Humans use previously learned “App rules” to successfully navigate within apps
Hypothesis: Learned models from previous app crawls can apply in new (similar) environments

App Graph Visualization
Complicated structure, cycles, dense connections, etc.

App Graph Visualization
Complicated structure, cycles, dense connections, etc.

Q-Learning Example (Reinforcement Learning)
● Consider testing the “Filter” page
● Start at home, need to initiate a search (incl. Blank search), then open up filters
● There are many paths, but only one optimal path!

First Approach: Reinforcement Learning
Use Standard RL and Q-Table to learn (State, Action) pairs

First Approach: Reinforcement Learning
Use Standard RL and Q-Table to learn (State, Action) pairs
Didn’t work super well
●
●
●
●
●
●

This is science!
Start simple
Learn about the domain
Productive hypothesis
Good baseline
New insights inform
future approaches

Future directions (iterate, iterate, iterate)
Evolving ML methods
●

●
●

More sophisticated problem representation
○ More expressive input space, richer output space
○ Deep Reinforcement Learning
Transfer learning
○ Applying models learned on one type of app to another type
Capturing feature representation
○ Image processing techniques, leveraging iconography, etc.

Other Considerations
●
●
●

Pragmatic issues
○ More robust login, interstitial / modal screen detection
Developing use cases
○ Benchmarking key flows in your app versus other similar apps
Testing, measurement, and benchmarks
○ The long-tail of apps

Questions?
More Info: “AI and Machine Learning for Testers”
https://www.pnsqc.org/ai-machine-learning-testers/

